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* LISTENING 
You will listen and mark the letter A, B, or C on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 
complete each of the following questions. You will listen to the recording twice.         
Question 1. Phu Quoc is a very beautiful _________. 

A. island   B. cave  C. resort  D. mountain 
Question 2. Phu Quoc has an international _________. 

A. school    B. stadium  C. station  D. airport 
Question 3. What do people like to eat in Phu Quoc? 

A. seafood  B. beefsteak.  C. chicken noodles D. fried rice  
Question 4. What are popular sports in Phu Quoc? 

A. Sailing and cycling    B. Sailing and fishing 
C. Sailing and horse racing   D. Sailing and bowling 
 

* VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 
the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 
Question 5. A. sister   B. police  C. slim  D. city 
Question 6. A. talks   B. remembers  C. listens  D. plays 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 
the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 
Question 7. A. desert   B. advice  C. mountain  D. Island 
Question 8. A. difficult   B. gallery  C. convenient  D. beautiful 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the best answer to each of the following 
questions. 
Question 9. I and my friend, Vy __________ to school together every morning. 
          A. walk   B. walks  C. walking  D. are walking 
Question 10. ______your father _________ vegetables in the garden now? 

A. Do/ plant  B. Is/ planting  C. Is/ plant  D. Does/ plant 
Question 11. My English test is _________ than my Maths test. 

A. good   B. gooder  C. better  D. bader 
Question 12. My new sofa is __________ than the old one. 

A. comfortable     B. more comfortable  
C. more comfortabler    D. comfortabler 

Question 13. You _______ eat or drink anything during the lessons. 
A. must   B. mustn’t  C. can   D. can’t 

Question 14. Children shouldn’t __________things at Tet. 
A. break   B. to breaks  C. breaking  D. is breaking 

Question 15. How many _____________ are there in fridge? 
A. butter  B. milk  C. oranges  D. chocolate 

Question 16. There isn’t ______________ orange juice in the bottle. 
A. a few   B. a little  C. some  D. any 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 17. He is moving to a new flat next month. 

A. cottage  B. stilt house  C. building  D. apartment 
Question 18. Mui Ne is popular for its amazing landscapes. 

A. interesting  B. modern  C. historic  D. famous  
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 19. It is very noisy in my neighbourhood because there are many shops on the streets.  

A. busy   B. wide  C. quiet  D. crowded 
Question 20. Do you remember when my birthday was? 

A. advise   B. forget   C. make   D. celebrate 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following 
exchanges: 
Question 21. “Excuse me, can you tell me the way to the post office?” - “_______________” 

A. Yes, please.     B. Sorry, I’m new here myself. 
C. OK. Here’s your ticket.   D. Sure, go ahead. It’s on your right. 

Question 22. Jenny: “How about eating out tonight?” - Sarah: “_________________” 
A. It’s kind of you to invite.   B. You are very welcome. 
C. That’s a great idea.    D. That’s acceptable. 

Mark the letter A, B, c, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following 
questions: 
Question 23. In the class, you mustn’t raise your hand to speak. 
  A         B                  C  D 
Question 24. He shouldn’t spends too much his time on playing video games 
                    A           B                         C                D 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 
answer to each of the questions. 
 Mui Ne is popular for its amazing landscapes. The sand has different colours: white, yellow, red... It's 
like a (25) ___________ here. You can ride a bike down the slopes. You can also fly kites, or have a picnic 
by the beach. The best time to visit the Mui Ne Sand Dunes is early morning or late afternoon. Remember 
to wear suncream and bring water. 
 Ha Long Bay is in Quang Ninh. It has many islands and caves. Tuan Chau, with its (26) _______ 
beaches, is a popular tourist attraction in Ha Long Bay. There you can (27) ____________ great seafood. 
And you can join in exciting activities. Ha Long Bay is Viet Nam's best (28) ___________ wonder. 
Question 25. A. waterfall  B. desert  C. forest   D. island  
Question 26. A. noisy  B. expensive  C. beautiful  D. boring 
Question 27. A.enjoys  B. enjoy  C. enjoying  D. is enjoying 
Question 28. A. natural  B. nature  C. naturally  D. unnatural 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 
answer to each of the questions. 
 Lunar New Year is one of the festivals celebrated in some Asian countries. It is the greatest 
Vietnamese festival. It is called Tet in Viet Nam. It usually takes place between the end of January and the 
beginning of February. 
 Celebrations begin with the family reunion dinner which is held on the New Year's Eve. Every 
member of the family is eager to attend this family feast. The feast usually consists of banh chung or banh 
tet, spring rolls, chicken and some other special food. 
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 The children usually wear new clothes and go with their parents to visit their grandparents and 
relatives. The children say "Happy New Year" to all the people they visit and are often given lucky money 
in red envelopes. They are very happy. 
Question 29. What is the topic of the passage? 

A. Holiday   B. Happy new year  C. Asian countries  D. Lunar New Year 
Question 30. When does it take place? 

A. Between the end of January and the ending of February. 
B. Between the end of January and the beginning of February. 
C. Between the start of January and the ending of February. 
D. Between the begin of January and the ending of February. 

Question 31. What do the Vietnamese children usually recieve at Tet? 
A. New clothes B. Chung cake C. Lucky money D. Spring roll 

Question 32. How do the children feel? 
A. Unhappy  B. Bored  C. Excited  D. Happy 

Write on your answer sheet the sentence that is closest in meaning to the original one in each of the 
following questions. 
Question 33. Lesson 4 is more difficult than Lesson 1. (easy) 
-> __________________________________________________. 
Question 34. What is the price of the book? (How much) 
-> __________________________________________________? 
Question 35. How many classrooms are there in your school? (have) 
-> __________________________________________________? 
Write on your answer sheet the sentence that can be rearranged from the words given. 
Question 36. Children/ eat/ shouldn’t/ sweets / too many. 
-> __________________________________________________. 
Question 37. along/ go/ street/ this. 
-> __________________________________________________. 
Question 38. You/ go/ must/ to/ on/ school/ time 
-> __________________________________________________. 
Write on your answer sheet the sentence that can be best written from the words given. 
Question 39. There/ isn’t/ milk/ the/ fridge. 
-> __________________________________________________. 
Question 40. Children/ should/ listen / parents. 
-> __________________________________________________. 
 
 

***** 
-----THE END----- 

 
 
 

 


